SCIENCE OUTREACH SCHOLARS
CNS LEARNING COMMUNITY

SEMINAR REQUIREMENT (PICK ONE SECTION)

Perspectives and Communication in Science
NSCI 170 Section 101  T  03:00 PM - 03:50  (CRN: 67576)

-or-

NSCI 170 Section 102  T  04:00 PM - 04:50  (CRN: 69143)

This course will be an exploration of personal stories and development as individuals in the Natural Sciences through various assignments, outreach activities, and engaging with elementary students with science topics. Seminar topics include how to effectively communicate science principles with various audiences and exploration of how various perspectives and experiences affect how individuals perceive and influence the scientific community.

OUTREACH REQUIREMENT (PICK ONE)

Little Shop of Physics  Thursdays 3:00-4:30PM
The Little Shop of Physics is a hands-on program and will involve working with students and home-made science experiments. LSOP believes that science is something anyone can do, that it is a field that is interesting and should be accessible to anyone any age or background. You will have the opportunity to create new hands-on science experiments and visit local Fort Collins schools. You will be working with groups of kids. This opportunity is a semester-long commitment with the option to continue.

-or-

Triunfo after-school mentoring  Thursdays 3:00-4:30PM
The Triunfo tutoring program provides 3rd-5th grade Poudre School District students assistance with homework, and also offers CSU students the opportunity to volunteer and serve as tutors and positive role models. The Triunfo/Triumph after-school program helps foster positive relationships with our local community and provides students and their family's direct exposures to the CSU campus.

*Students interested in Triunfo are required to have 16 credits or less.
*This opportunity is a year-long commitment.

ADDITIONAL COURSES:
The Science Outreach Scholars floor has seats reserved in one lecture section and a few lab sections of Life102, if this is a course you need to take your first semester. Our saved seats in the lab & lecture are linked: use these CRN codes provided!

Lecture: LIFE102 Section 102  M-W-F  09:00 AM - 09:50  (CRN: 62703)
Lab option:LIFE 102 (LM0)  Tuesday  11:00 AM - 01:50  (CRN: 66515)
Lab option:LIFE 102 (LM1)  Thursday  08:00 AM - 11:50  (CRN: 68799)
Lab option:LIFE 102 (LM2)  Monday  05:00 PM - 07:50  (CRN: 66516)
Lab option:LIFE 102 (LM3)  Wednesday  02:00 PM - 04:50  (CRN: 63889)
Lab option:LIFE 102 (LM4)  Wednesday  05:00 PM - 07:50  (CRN: 66517)
Lab option:LIFE 102 (LM5)  Wednesday  05:00 PM - 07:50  (CRN: 68800)

There are two sections of Composition 150 (CO150) taught in Pinon Hall. You are welcome to sign up for them, but it is not required.

CO150 Section 190  M-W-F  08:00 AM - 08:50  (CRN: 68390)
CO150 Section 191  M-W-F  09:00 AM - 09:50  (CRN: 65504)

We also have some seats saved in Psychology 100 for our Science Outreach Students.

PSY 100 Section 103  M-W-F  11:00 AM - 11:50  (CRN: 63945)
PSY 100 Section 107  T-R  11:00 AM - 12:15  (CRN: 68911)